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Preface
The problem (from EU perspective): Suboptimal Preparation for Cloud Impact
The impact of the Cloud paradigm has become far-reaching as its
transformational effects spread to several sectors of the economy and society.
The speed of change continues to be impressive, and the Cloud paradigm
continuously provides new opportunities. In order to make full use of the
enablers of faster pace, both software providers and customers need to adjust
to lean and agile operations with the adoption of new technologies, methods
and tools. Mastering and leveraging these transformations in collaboration
is often given too little emphasis leading to suboptimal results, waste of
resources and a threat to economic competitiveness and well-being.
The solution: Multifaceted Cloud Transformation
Following key insights from Cloud Software Finland have emerged:
•
•

Cloud is causing a paradigm shift that is affecting everybody within 		
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) reach
Competitiveness in the Cloud does not only mean changes in 		
technologies. We urge to set in motion the following transformations
(with special emphasis to User experience, Security and Sustainability
[e.g., green computing]):
oo Cloud Business
oo Cloud Technologies
oo Lean and Agile Organizations

The plan for the European Cloud Partnership Lighthouse project – Cloud
Software Guide
The aim here has been to create a concise guidebook containing practical,
evidence-based information and descriptive guidance for organizations
wishing to be successful in the Cloud. This will help unleashing the potential
of Cloud Computing in Europe. This guide includes insights, experiences and
examples from Cloud Software Finland, European Cloud Partnership and
other interested parties. It is not a massive document, and it should be easy
yet, thoughtful reading as it is intended for anyone who is interested in starting
to use Cloud or enhancing their use of Cloud.

Purpose and Scope
Note: this ~40-page guide is NOT intended to be a reference document for
Cloud adoption. The focus is to share a holistic perspective of Cloud for those
interested in being successful in Cloud – by showing added value and new
direction through real-life experiences and ideas.

Cloud Software Finland: www.cloudsoftwareprogram.org
European Cloud Partnership: www.ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/european-cloud-partnership
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Embrace the Cloud
Cloud is the new norm in business and society. With Cloud services the public
sector can also improve their productivity and good governance. To exist is to
be in Cloud.
Already using Cloud services, consumers are driving future business and the
demand for the services is increasing. Companies and the public sector need
to address this demand and provide the services.
Fortunately, starting to utilize the Cloud is easy. A Cloud-based site can be
established within a minute and with minor cost. In addition, a variety of
inexpensive software is available for easy experimentation.
This Cloud Software Guide tells how to get started and how to leverage the
Cloud opportunity. It is based primarily key results and experiences of the
four-year Finnish Cloud Software Program in which over 30 top Finnish ICT
organisations have contributed in 2010-2013. Insights from the European
Cloud Partnership collaboration have also been included.

Cloud Software Program: www.digile.fi/Services/researchprograms/cloudsoftware
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Succeeding in Cloud: When Technology Alone is Not Enough
Being able to develop services quickly and costefficiently is crucial in terms of a company’s
competitive edge. This is particularly important
in Cloud business where the delivery cycle for
services is becoming faster and global competition
is intensifying. On the other hand, there are brand
new opportunities when a company’s size and
geographic location are no longer limiting factors.
Cloud Software Finland comprises of over 30
companies and research facilities who have
cooperated in a four-year (2010-2013) engagement
to conduct research as well as develop methods
and tools to support Cloud businesses to take
advantage of the Cloud. Solving common problems
is more effective in a cross-organizational group
of industrial and academic partners and creates
new possibilities for business operations based
on the latest research knowledge. The guiding
principle has been to consider Cloud from multiple
perspectives to discover sustained competitive
benefits for successful uptake in Europe. This has
geared the research to move in the best directions.
Here are just a few examples of results related to
the Cloud Software Program:
•

•

•
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Ericsson Finland took a significant step towards
delivery on demand capability (see Appendix
1). Ericsson moved from delivering a new
product version twice per year to being able to
deliver with only a few weeks’ notice. With new
practices, Ericsson has also improved the quality
of its products. This, among other positive
things, led to a reduction of the monthly fault
handling-related associated administrative costs
that added up to tens of thousands of euros.
F-Secure has launched younited, a new Cloudbased service offering. Younited synchronizes
users’ content in the Cloud, making it accessible
on any device including PCs, smartphones,
tablets and connected digital TVs – anywhere
and anytime. The business models, the
underlying technology and the improvements
in the ways of working have been influenced by
the Cloud Software program.
Reaktor, a software company, has utilized the
results of the Cloud Software Program in several
sectors, including telecom operators to media
houses. As an example, developing an online
banking service usually takes between one and
three years, but by using agile methods the
development period can be reduced significantly
[16]. Reaktor can now have a functional service
ready for use, from start to delivery, in just six
months.
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•
•

An SME software house Steeri was able to triple
its turnover during the Cloud Software program
(see Appendix 1).
According to Tieto, the pilot projects of the
program alone have achieved savings worth
several million euros [30].

Cloud services enable new modes of operation
and major cost savings for businesses. Companies
find Cloud technology a new and tempting way to
operate, even if it isn’t quite as new a technology as
the recent hype may lead us to believe.
Cloud services will introduce more interfaces. In
general, there are both technical (IT system) as
well as organizational (ecosystem) interfaces and
interdependencies. The challenge is that some
of them may be hidden and dynamic (like data
locations) as more flexibility is called for. This
creates a complex problem area which means
the data security of Cloud still requires a lot of
development. Recent problems with data security
have shown that hacking and sabotage can also
causes problems for the data security when using
Cloud technology without adequate precautions.
Companies who transfer their operations into the
Cloud must now be particularly vigilant and analyse
the risks and benefits carefully. This is also the case
for public sector organizations who may find the
inexpensive (even free) Cloud service packages
attractive choices for typical users, but may still
want to keep some parts of their data private (see
for instance [1]).
From the European perspective it is evident
that currently the USA is leading the adoption to
Cloud. Some recent developments in particular
with respect to security and privacy, however,
have brought up new advantages for placing
Cloud computing centers and service hosting in
Europe [2].
What does all this mean in practice? First, there
are great opportunities for those companies who
want to embrace them. Many Finnish software
companies are currently growing rapidly in
international Cloud-based businesses [5]. Second,
although there are pockets of success, overall
Europe is playing catch up and needs to invest in
Cloud to be globally competitive. European Cloud
Partnership is intended to act towards resolving this
challenge. EIT ICT Labs empowers top ICT talents
and is addressing the need for greater investment
in its Future Cloud program [6]. Finally, we have
learned that technology alone is not enough to

make a successful transition to Cloud. Many aspects
of a business need to be adapted in order to thrive
among the increasingly fast-paced competition.
With this in mind, this Guide provides great ideas
and positive experiences to ensure you will be
successful in the Cloud. This Guide includes the
following main sections:
I. Planning: What do you want to achieve?
II. Doing: How to succeed?
III. Checking and Acting: Embark on the Journey
Naturally there are numerous other sources for
information. A good reference to Cloud can be
found in the Cloud Tutorial [18]. Also IEEE has an
extensive site with respect to Cloud computing.
European Cloud Partnership cooperation includes
some interesting initiatives. One of them to
recommend is Cloud-Scout relating to assessing
Cloud Security from SME perspective. A good
source of videos and other material on Cloud can
be found from Norden.org. Also ENISA has several
documents and online resources related to Cloud
Security [14].
This Guide is intended to offer hands-on
practical guidance, helpful insights and “thinking
tools”. There are some great practical exercises
included in Appendix 2. Take your time and work
through them!
For more information please see the References
section as well as the web links embedded
throughout the Guide. Other relevant sources are
available including the Cloud Platform Trends [17].

Photo by Mikael Albrecht

Cloud Software Finland: www.cloudsoftwareprogram.org
European Cloud Partnership: www.ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/european-cloud-partnership
younited: www.younited.com
IEEE: www.cloudcomputing.ieee.org
Cloud-Scout: www.dsin-cloudscout.de
Norden.org: www.norden.org/cloudcomputing
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I. What Do You Want to Achieve?
Cloud will have significant impact for many
companies. Some of the impacts will be indirect
yet, it will be possible to identify and analyze
them systematically. A company can then make
conscious, proactive choices as well as decisions
with respect to Cloud.
To begin with, each company could position itself
in the following overall dimensioning (see Figure 1)
in terms of how much the different traits concern
the company (possibly in the future):
1.

Producer of Cloud(-based)
products / services / technology
Delivering software products / services with
Cloud
Using Cloud to develop products / services

2.
3.

Producer of
Cloud(-based)
products / services /
technology
Using Cloud to develop
products / services

Total Cloud
Adoption

Delivering software
products / services
with Cloud

FIGURE 1. Cloud Strategy Grid

•
•
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Each company should position itself in this grid!
A transformation means changing the position (or
entering/exiting)
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A company transformation means changing the
position (or entering/exiting) in particular with
respect to the following states:
•
•
•
•

transforming existing products to Cloud-based
developing new Cloud products
changing the delivery channels of the (existing)
products to Cloud
developing products by using Cloud (tools and
processes)

Table 1 summarizes key strategic goal-setting issues for new product/service developing organizations
with respect to Cloud.

TABLE 1. Strategic Cloud Opportunities / Potential Pitfalls

Potential Pitfalls, Risks,
Challenges

Opportunities
•
Producer of Cloud
products / services /
technology

•
•

•
Delivering software
products / services
with Cloud

Using Cloud to
develop products /
services

•
•

•
•
•

global marketplaces available even
•
for SME and start-up companies
immediately
•
totally new offerings and business
models possible (e.g., providing
simulation services)
•
potential synergy by global collaboration
everywhere and with everybody

competitors and rivals
working in real-time
third-party dependencies
(e.g., computing and data
centers)
unreasonable assumptions
of value creation (e.g.,
licence fees)

fast access to global markets with
minimum channel costs (e.g., app
stores)
continuous release and delivery modes
(dynamic updating)
connecting complementary products
and services

getting visibility in global
virtual marketplaces
finding / changing the
right delivery channels and
partners
managing potential lock-in
effects (in ecosystems)

•
•
•

brand new tool and service types
•
available to SME companies
•
flexible, on-demand resourcing
networking with complementary service •
co-providers (e.g., marketing)

tool / service availability
tool version/vendor
dependencies
data confidentiality

Based on that overall understanding, the company can make conscious strategic decisions
and set the goals accordingly. With the goal-setting, a transition / transformation action plan can
be compiled.
The following targets and expectations are typical with Cloud IT service decisions [3]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

cost savings
fast deployment
new market openings
business process changes
improved customer interactions

Investments
(size, complexity)

Often it is a good idea to try to spot “low-hanging fruit” to get results quickly. Equally important
is to understand which transformations need to be set in motion to achieve strategic benefits.
However, an innovative “low-hanging fruit” could be high-gain as well in Cloud. See Figure 2.

Large-scale transformations (e.g., new
business models)
“Low-hanging fruits” (e.g., standard office
applications)
FIGURE 2. Cloud Tactics Grid

Gains (time-to-impact, benefits)
Cloud Software Guide |
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Setting Goals
Similar to what is outlined above, different
companies may have different strategic targets with
respect to their Cloud positioning. Consequently,
they may set different goals with different priorities.
The following describes some typical ones with
examples of actual realizations of the Cloud
Software Program companies.

•

Distributed R&D
oo The Cloud Software Factory at the
University of Helsinki improves speed by
facilitating
distributed
development in Cloudbased
ecosystems.
A secondary focus
is Cloud technology
software development

FIGURE 3. Elektrobit Lean implementation

Speed
Cloud firms can improve their speed which provides
them with competitive advantage. Some examples:
• Lean R&D
oo Ericsson develops a lean and agile product
development environment. They build an
infrastructure that supports transparency
and quick feedback loops (Transparent lean
& agile ecosystem). With lean and agile R&D
processes Ericsson enables continuous
releases and feedback loops through
frequent commits. Security aspects are also
embedded into the development process.
oo NSN, a leader in mobile broadband, has
significantly improved their cycle times
and quality by developing their Continuous
Integration (CI) capabilities.

12
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and which practices, technologies and
methods are best adapted for Cloudbased software development. Companies
can be supported in product development
and innovation by the adoption of Cloud
technology. The following video shows
some prospective results such as the
collaboration with Tieto and F-Secure within
the Software Factory.

•

Wider Lean Deployment
oo The transparent lean/agile enterprise at
Elektrobit means that lean and agile principles
are implemented widely to improve the way of
working (see Figure 3). In addition to traditional
product development, lean and agile
methods are applied in other organizational
functions and processes, such as Information
Management, goal setting for the Wireless
segment personnel and continuous strategy
planning (see Appendix 1).
oo Lean product development at Nokia
improved speed by faster decision-making
and faster adaptation to evolving business
needs . Lean and agile at Nokia focuses
on promoting organizational and cultural
change which is essential for the change
and achieving speed (e.g., agile leadership).

Cost
A Cloud approach can provide cost advantages.
Some examples:
•
•

The CSC Cloud service platform targets
production quality Cloud service orchestration
tools for reasonable cost.
F-Secure has developed and made publicly
available an open source code test automation
cloud. F-Secure’s need for virtual test machines
arose as the cost of test automation projects
grew, and changes could no longer be managed
as a single linear history.

User Experience
•
•
•
•

The F-Secure Liquid Experience and Value
Proposition Approach aims to achieve seamless
user experience of F-Secure products.
twonky PacketVideo Finland cloud video 		
transcoding service aims to provide an 			
enhanced user experience.
flowd Digia aims to improve and innovate user
experience with their Flowd in the Cloud [16].
Rich media solution of VividWorks aims at
superior user experience.

Ease-of-use and simplicity
A Cloud approach can provide ease of use and
simplicity for the user. Read more in the Cloud UX
Handbook [4] to promote such targets.
Scalability
Scalability is one of the advantages of Cloud
solutions. Some examples:
•

•

•

The Arvue platform by Vaadin aims to design a
hosting platform that scales from less than one
euro per application per month to over a hundred
thousand concurrent users (see SIDEBAR).
The mobile Cloud video of PacketVideo
Finland increases their competitive position in
scalable video transcoding architectures on
heterogeneous Cloud infrastructures .
Vincit developed a Cloud bus architecture for
supporting distributed IT [25].

Value
Cloud approach can provide great user experience
and other value. Some examples:
•
•

F-Secure product creation capability aims at
improving quality by 30%.
Elektrobit has piloted Cloud business cases
with real customers for vehicle connectivity to
understand the end-to-end challenges of Cloud
utilization. They have created, together with VTT
Technical Research Centre a new telematics
Cloud service, which brings real-time drive data
into a Cloud database for further utilization by
different service providers.

Cloud Software Factory: www.sserg.org/projects/cloud-software-factory
Tieto and F-Secure within the Software Factory: www.youtube.com/watch?v=uPAE1uRP65Y
Open source code test automation cloud: www.cloudsoftwareprogram.org/news-events/i/29011/68/fsecure-s-test-automation-cloud-powers-up-product-development
Twonky: www.twonky.com
Flowd: http://www.flowd.com/about_flowd
Cloud Software Guide |
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Sidebar: Scalability
Does it scale to 1000s of concurrent users? By this we mean if an application can serve its
expected number of users without degraded functionally or performance. This is an important
question for any service to be deployed to the Internet. The Cloud Software Program has created
technologies to develop scalable applications and services and to test their performance quickly
and economically.
As an example, Vaadin created a demonstrator of a scalable web application and how to test its
performance. In these tests, three Amazon EC2 instances were able to serve 30000 concurrent
users and sell almost 8000 imaginary movie tickets per minute.

More information here: www.vaadin.com/blog/-/blogs/vaadin-scalability-study-quicktickets
Security
The data security and reliability of Cloud technology
are the biggest concerns of companies considering
the use of Cloud technology. Lack of confidence
is understandable when even the more critical
operations use the cost effective Cloud computing.
Security issues need to be solved or mitigated in
Cloud solutions (see for instance [14]). This means
that security needs to be built into the solutions.
With Cloud technology, the number of interfaces
and therefore risk factors increase, which also pose
a major challenge for the data security of the future.
Therefore, security in Cloud business must be taken
into careful consideration throughout the lifespan
of software intensive products and services.

14
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Within the Cloud Software Program different tools
were created to analyze security risks:
•

•

•

Security aspects are embedded into the lean
and agile development at Ericsson. Ericsson
integrates security into their agile methods and
into agile work process in SW design.
The feedback oriented user experience at
PacketVideo Finland provides a security
framework as well as evaluation, methods and
models .
TeliaSonera targets a solid understanding of
the role of security requirements for Cloud
assets [24].

•

Internet security company F-Secure has been
developing Cloud-based security software for
several years. F-Secure is currently expanding
from protecting devices against malware to
protecting the irreplaceable content of people.
F-Secure’s younited service for consumers
synchronizes a user’s content in the Cloud,
making it accessible on any device – including
PCs, smartphones, tablets and connected digital
TVs – anywhere and at any time. F-Secure
stores content for millions of users worldwide
in its F-Secure Clouds, which consist of five data
centres in three different continents.

SIDEBAR: Radamsa
Radamsa, developed by the University of
Oulu, is an efficient automated toolbox
for data security specialists. It combines
most powerful features from previously
developed security test automation tools.
The tool has already been able to discover
more than 100 previously unknown
vulnerabilities in web browsers. Corporate
partners of the project have included
Ericsson, Nokia, F-Secure, Google, Mozilla
Foundation and WebKit.org. Radamsa is
based on open source code.

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

New Business Models
Usually changes in the other aspects described
above need to be complemented with a change in
the business model and in the business networks
and ecosystems. Some examples in the Cloud
Software Program companies:
•

F-Secure Liquid experience and value
propositions includes discovery mechanisms
that enable determining value- and/or behaviorbased customer segments from consumer
markets and to discover emerging consumer
behaviors. Their Lokki service is a fun and useful
example of this.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Elektrobit has worked and piloted multiple
advanced business creation models in the areas
of test tools and vehicle connectivity in an
iterative manner (see Appendix 1). Also business
modeling and agile sales approaches have been
studied and piloted as a unified approach.
Ericsson’s work on Cloud trust brokering
and virtual private Cloud included creation
and evaluation of the associated business
models [20].
EXFO utilizing Cloud in test and measurement
business was complemented with business
model creation and analysis [21].
Ixonos creation of elastic Cloud offering includes
business model creation and analysis. This has
reshaped the company towards a Cloud service
provider.
VividWorks Rich Media Solution in Cloud
requires creation of a Cloud business model.
The company enhanced their business
transformation with Cloud technology enablers
(SaaS) [26].
Steeri’s work “From Strategy to Sprints and Back
Again” includes practical methods and tools
for creating and updating business goals and
roadmaps (see Appendix 1).
The CSC Cloud service platform aims to have
a clear strategy and business models [27]. Their
customers now expect more services rather
than bare computing capacity. In addition, the
public sector organization has to compete with
the commercial Cloud providers. CSC tackled
this with the business transformation coupled
with the technology transformation.
NSN is expanding and reshaping its
offerings with new Cloud software services
(“Cloudification”) [19].
Digia accelerated their transformation to
international businesses [16].
Reaktor has expanded their business for software
development to service design, including
advanced UX competences [16].
PacketVideo Finland has transformed the
company overall to the Cloud era [23].
ECE transformed towards Cloud computing and
SaaS offerings [22].
Nokia has extended car navigation and
information services with cloud connections [13].

younited: www.younited.com
Radamsa: www.ee.oulu.fi/research/ouspg/Radamsa
Lokki: www.lok.ki
Ixonos: http://cloud.ixonos.com
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Exercise 1
Put your organization goals into the quadrants (see Figure 1),
and decide where to start.

II. Success in Cloud: How to Get Started
Cloud makes it easy to start using a service quickly
and at a low cost. Use of a service can be increased,
decreased and stopped much faster and with
smaller cost than purchasing application licenses
and installing investing and disinvesting hardware.
Flexibility in using services makes it faster and easier
to change and try out new business models and
ways of working as well as working from multiple
locations. By using Cloud, firms can innovate and
respond faster, make better use of IT productivity
impacts and adopt new business models before
competitors.
Use of Cloud will likely produce benefits and savings
for most small and medium-sized companies.
In general, a move to Cloud can be started with
lightweight experiments and small, incremental
changes. However, more radical changes may
require long-term transformational approaches.
Discovering Success
Cloud services can solve some of your current
problems and provide opportunities for you, but
but there are also some limitations you should be
aware of. By reading through the following three
categories you can identify the key factors for your
use to begin with.
Cloud can solve your current problems related to:
•

•

•

16

Unused expensive hardware and software
licenses, which are needed to satisfy peak load
taking place daily / weekly / annually. Instead
of purchasing capacity, just pay for it when it is
needed.
Lack of competent staff or other resources for
maintaining servers and information systems.
Using Cloud services, the service provider takes
care of maintenance and updates of the services.
Remote workers lack of access to on-premise
information systems. Cloud services can be used
with suitable devices from around the world.
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•

Lack of capital to invest into a new system. Cloud
services have a smaller initial cost while monthly
fee or per-use pricing increases operational
costs.

Cloud can provide opportunities:
•

•

•

•
•

•

Try out a new service without investing in
hardware and licenses and having it to use for
several years.
oo For instance SME companies now have
totally new opportunities to get Cloudbased simulation services for supporting
their product development. Traditionally
such services have been available for large
companies only. This may change the rules
of the game (e.g., economies of scale)!
Use a service only for project duration or use
the same service while collaborating with
an occasional partner. This improves your
attractiveness as a partner to collaborate with.
Provide digital services for your customers
regardless of their location, with limited cost,
without risk of running out of service capacity
maintaining only one version of the service
software and updating it immediately to all the
users.
Share your extra processing capacity with others
and generate revenue to you when you do not
need the capacity.
Find instant, possibly global access and
inexpensive distribution channels for your digital
products and services.
oo For example, many small game software
developers take advantage of that nowadays
[7]. Even a Finnish start-up company can
have thousands of new customers / users
overnight worldwide!
Look for new business process and even
ecosystem networking possibilities enabled by
sharing business data in Cloud with new (even
future) service providers (e.g., supply chain
management, e-commerce).

•

Realize your opportunities as complementary
products and service providers linked to
Cloud infrastructures (e.g., data-center power
generation and cooling systems).

Cloud may include risks requiring consideration
and mitigation:
•

•
•

Would loss of Internet connection or loss of your
data at the service provider be critical for your
operation, make you lose your customers or
your business? Some of these can be mitigated,
but not in every case.
Do you handle health-related data, telecom
data or other data whose storage is limited by
national legislation or other regulation?
How does your company ensure the e2e security
related the Cloud services provided, do you
systematically build in the security approach?

In general, such impact analysis of IT systems and
services can be done for instance with respect to
the following main dimensions [8]:
•
•

SYSTEM (ranging from single IT services and
applications to the whole IT function)
STAKEHOLDERS (ranging from individuals to
ecosystems and even society)

In addition, environmental circumstances may have
to be considered.

Sidebar: Moving to the Cloud
There are three example solutions developed by Cloud Software partners to quickly deploy existing
applications to the Cloud in record time.
IXONOS Elastic Cloud
Ixonos provides a scalable R&D and service platform. The Cloud service is particularly suitable
for customers requiring short time-to-market and demanding e-services or software products in
development.
www.ixonos.com/online-solutions/ixonos-elastic-cloud-services/
TIETO Cloud Server and Platform as a Service
TIETO offers an easy-to-use self-service ordering portal where existing Tieto customers can
activate a server in just 3 minutes. Also, Tieto’s Platform As a Service offerings allow an organization
to develop, test and deploy applications over the Internet without the complexity of buying and
managing the underlying hardware and software.
www.tieto.com/services/infrastructure-solutions-and-services/
ARVUE
Vaadin Arvue is an experimental Cloud-based development environment and hosting solution.
Applications are created in a browser-based visual editor, and effortlessly deployed to a scalable
environment, which scales up by starting more server instances when needed, but also “scales
down” in order to be cost-efficient.
www.dev.vaadin.com/wiki/Arvue
See also Appendix 1 for more detailed examples of successful moves towards Cloud of
Finnish companies.
Cloud Software Guide |
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Table 2 aggregates typical main barriers faced by companies in Finland to take Cloud services into use
[9]. However, they can be lowered in many ways like suggested.
TABLE 2. Cloud Barriers and Resolutions

Typical Barriers
Existing IT investments
Current business processes
Integrating Cloud services

Potential Resolutions
•
•

Consider hybrid Cloud solutions and gradual replacements.
For start-up companies this is usually not a problem at all.

•

Taking the full advantage of Cloud may really require
fundamental business process re-engineering.

•

The Cloud service providers may be able to support.

Notably, in global Cloud environments also the network bandwidths may be limiting factors [15].

Exercise 2
Which of these factors has most impact to your business?

Start Now with Your First Cloud Service
If you are just getting started, experiment with simple free services to get a feeling of Cloud service (e.g.
doodle.com for scheduling your meetings or Google tools).

Exercise 3
Create your own quick demo! See www.dev.vaadin.com/rawattachment/wiki/Arvue/Vaadin-Q1-2011.pdf for one such tool.
There is a simple example in (Appendix 2).
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III. Embark on the Journey: 5 Steps
Maybe having gained some experience with
navigating the Cloud, and defining initial
organizational goals, it is time to move from
planning to action. Going to the Cloud needs to
be understood as a journey – you have a vision
of where you want to go, and you need to get all
your key stakeholders in the organization behind it.
However, as you embark on the journey, there are
many factors and events that will unfold of which
you have little or no control. In some cases, they
might even cause you to redefine your destination.

2. Main Cloud Transformation Elements

This section outlines a roadmap for the Cloud
journey using a holistic approach. It is a visualization
and a practical flow diagram for building and
realizing an action plan. More detailed guidance
of planning a systematic Cloud (IT) strategy can be
found for instance in the Cloud Playbook [10].

•

Since Cloud affects software organizations in many
ways, we in the Cloud Software Program have
taken a comprehensive approach to address it
from multiple perspectives. The following elements
are in our experience are useful to consider
(see Figure 4).
•
•

GOAL: Cloud business
MEANS: Agile & Lean software organizations
(enterprises)
ENABLERS: Cloud technology; UX, security
(competencies)

1. Create a Vision, Understand the Challenges
and Be Prepared to Invest for the Long-Term
Before undertaking the journey, you need to
commit the organization to the overall vision, and
understand that you need to make conscious and
long-term investments in the transformation. The
transformation needs to be understood holistically
— it is not only about new technology, but can be,
as much or more about transforming the way of
thinking, the processes, and the business models
used by the organization.

FIGURE 4. Holistic Cloud Transformation Approach
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SIDEBAR: Some “best practices” for successful transformation journeys
For instance Ericsson has found the following practices especially powerful:
• Involve everyone in the transformation (meaning, e.g. all organizational levels and all sites).
Treat work sites and people as equals.
• Communicate openly and constantly about both successes and challenges that have been
or are being solved.
• Remember that action means more than words: if you empower people, do not only expect
them to solve their own problems — give them the power and support needed and challenge
them to resolve the issues.
• Allow for failure — not all ideas fly. It is ok to fail, but do it fast and in small steps.

In practice these different elements need to be
considered together in the context at hand. It is
very likely that there needs to be several parallel
initiatives running but it is good to keep in mind
what is the leading transformation element –
and why.

customer acquisition cost and churn. Continuous
experimentation is essential for incrementally
improving the service to maintain the customers by
providing the best service and user experience.

Cloud Business

In general, the impacts of Cloud could affect the
company system-wide, ranging from software
technical engineering to business and strategy.
Even profound assumptions may have to be
rethought. Lean and agile organizations are
able to do that. They are proficient at change
and continuous learning which are increasingly
necessary capabilities and competencies in order
to be able to take an advantage and fully exploit the
opportunities of Cloud. That includes:

From a business perspective, Cloud transformation
means utilizing some of the benefits of Cloud to
gain competitive advantage. Using Cloud for service
distribution means wider market reach with smaller
costs. Smaller cost to produce a service enables
providing services to low-end customer segments
and individual users. Smaller cost to initiate a service
means ability to serve smaller target groups, even
if their distribution is geographically sparse. All this
requires agility from the service provider compared
to focusing on price competition in a single large
homogeneous market.
Smaller entry cost also means that smaller firms
are able to enter the Cloud service market and
the price competition is intensive. Operating
in Cloud markets means also that the cost
structure of a service provider can follow the
fluctuation of market demand effectively by using
Cloud infrastructure operated by infrastructure
providers as well as service components provided
by other Cloud service firms. This implies that the
networks of service providers are highly connected,
the firms are interdependent and practices for
operating networked services in Cloud ecosystems
become even more important compared to
traditional markets.
Cloud firms aim to have an increasing number
of customers paying monthly fees, on-demand
fees or income from advertisements. The key
performance indicators for Cloud businesses
include monthly recurring revenue from current
customer base, customer and revenue growth, and
20
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Lean and Agile Organizations

•
•
•
•
•

continuous sensing of the global competitive
environment.
ability to quickly reconfigure the organization
to respond to fast-moving opportunities and
environmental changes.
operational excellence in real-time valuable
software creation and delivery.
externally networked and internally integrated
enterprise (possibly enabled by internal Cloud).
as business is moving to the Cloud, agile and
lean methods and tools are important means to
support value-driven business [12].

Cloud Technologies
A key driver behind Cloud computing is to offer
applications and services globally, to the whole
Internet. One of the problems with these applications
is the variability of demand in the capacity needed
to serve users. If an application or service is not
constructed from scalable building blocks it will
eventually reach a maximum number of customers
that can use the application simultaneously. Another
challenge is when the number of users varies

during the time of the day or the day of the week.
Traditionally, such applications and services are
offered by a computing infrastructure provisioned
to handle the maximum expected number of
users. This approach is not efficient and can lead
to unnecessary large operating costs. The answer
to these challenges is the vision of “computing as
utility”, where computing resources are consumed
on demand, as needed and when needed.
Cloud computing contains a number of technologies
that are required to realize the “computing as utility”
promise made by Cloud computing vendors. Many
of the key technologies have existed already before
the term “Cloud computing” was invented, while
others have been born out of the Internet-scale
deployment of computing in distributed data centers.
The main distinguishing features
computing technologies are:
•
•

•

of

Cloud

Computing resources can be purchased ondemand from a virtually unlimited supply.
The capital expenses needed to purchase
computing resources up-front are changed
to operational expenses, shifting the capital
investment risk for under or over provisioning to
the Cloud computing vendor.
Computing is priced with a pay-as-you-go
pricing model where capacity can be scaled up
and down on a short term basis.

To enable those features Cloud computing platforms
use the following key hardware technologies:
•
•

•

Computing
hardware
virtualization
and
sandboxing allows sharing one single computing
unit among different customers.
Virtualized network block storage abstracts the
physical location of the data from computing
nodes. It allows Cloud providers to create large
storage solutions using systems from multiple
vendors, with improved utilization and simplified
management.
Network virtualization brings the concept of
dividing hardware devices into logical partitions
allocated and managed individually to the
communication networks in a datacenter.

Most commercial Cloud services are classified
in three broad groups depending on the type
of service offered: infrastructure, platform and
software services (see Figure 5).
		
		
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is about providing a
hosted computing infrastructure such as computing
hardware, storage and network bandwidth. A
typical way to implement such a system is platform
virtualization, where the user of the system can
consider that the service corresponds to a piece of
hardware and associated system software. Basically
the whole Cloud idea is based on a virtually unlimited
bandwidth between the computation/storage/app
provider and consumer. It’s good to realize that the
network bandwidth might be a bottleneck.
Platform as a Service (PaaS) is about providing
a computing platform that contains a complete
solution stack, hosted as a service. Applications
developed on top of PaaS can commonly be run as
a part of the service. The biggest difference between
PaaS and IaaS seems to be that PaaS usually assumes
a certain kind of application model, together with
associated libraries and system software, whereas
in IaaS the developers have more freedom to
select the systems they want to use. PaaS usually
offers additional features such as load balancing,
automatic provisioning and geographic replication.

FIGURE 5. IaaS / PaaS / SaaS Definition
Source: www.katescomment.com/iaas-paas-saas-definition/
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Software as a Service (SaaS) can be considered as
the most service oriented way to use Cloud. So far,
SaaS has proven useful as a business model among
the Cloud approaches. In SaaS, complete software
systems that are ready-to-use are hosted in the
software providers’ servers and are offered to users
to use over Internet. The end-user willing to use this
system pays the software provider a subscription
fee for the service.
It is often assumed that technology changes are
the only reason to consider Cloud. At times this
may actually be so, e.g. when a breakthrough
technology appears or becomes feasible. Often,
however, the new technology becomes available
for others as well reducing the benefit for the
pioneer. Typically pioneers want to protect their

technological advantage e.g. by mandating
customers their proprietary technology. Another
approach with respect to Cloud technologies
could be staying open to change e.g. through open
interfaces or investing in competing technologies
simultaneously.
Holistic Cloud Competence Development
Finally, although it is strongly recommended to go
ahead and start the journey as fast as possible it is
still a good idea to think about Cloud software core
competencies, related training and education. Such
core competencies can be summarized as shown
in Table 3.

TABLE 3. Cloud Competence Areas

Cloud Software
Angle

What do you need?
•

Cloud Business

•
•
•
•

Cloud Technologies

•
•
•

•
Cloud Security

•
•

Lean & Agile Software •
Enterprise
•
User Experience

Sustainability
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Cloud-oriented customer understanding and customer development
capabilities (even globally for SMEs)
network/ecosystem building capability (virtual and dynamic networking)
strategic thinking of new, Cloud-enabled business models
Cloud development trends (e.g., new platform providers)
practices, technologies and methods supporting Cloud-based software
development
incorporating Cloud services into current products
adapting (and/or replacing) existing (non-Cloud) products and services to
Cloud platforms
impact analysis of new Cloud-enabled developments (e.g., massive
number of interconnected devices and big data)
information management (e.g., critical data availability, contingency
planning)
IPR issues (e.g., copyrights)
access device & network variety (esp. with respect to mobility)
responsiveness to new Cloud opportunities (both business and technical)
Cloud-enabled organization models (e.g., virtual enterprises)

•
•
•
•

user perceptions of services (e.g., performance)
new service models (e.g., automatic backups)
networked services
device integration (e.g., seamless data transfer)

•

Cloud computing / data centers (e.g., power and cooling systems)

Exercise 4
Which ones of those competences (TABLE 3) are critical in your
future Cloud business?
Do you have major competency gaps?

3. Go to the Cloud – Iteratively, Learning and
Tuning as You Go
When transforming yourself from a traditional
organization to a Cloud-based or Cloud-leveraging
one, you should take an iterative approach, as
illustrated by the general purpose Plan-Do-CheckAct (PDCA) cycle in Figure 6.

constant flux, your goals may have to be reshaped
along the transformation journey. It is often useful
to have longer-term stable vision supported by
short-term flexible actions. In particular, building
Cloud business enablers (e.g., product platforms)
may require systematic development efforts. For
example EB, Ericsson, and Steeri have conducted
their company transformations gradually over the
years (see Appendix 1 for more details).
PLAN: You need to set your goals for the next
iteration. The goals can be small or large, and
the iteration long or short. In order for you to
get momentum for the transformation, it is a
good idea to aim for quite short iterations for the
transformation, and achievable goals.
DO: Having planned the iteration, you next execute
the plan.
CHECK: At the end of the iteration, you analyze
what went well, and what should be improved or
changed for the next round.
ACT: Based upon the analysis, you tune your
approach to take into account the lessons learned.

FIGURE 6. The PDCA Cycle

Initially, you need to understand where you
currently are with respect to using the Cloud and
related technologies and processes. To do this, you
can conduct a formal or informal assessment of
your Lean transformation using tools like the Lean
Assessment Tool [11].
In general, as depicted in Figure 6, an iterative
approach is recommended. A large-scale, radical
Cloud transformation is hardly possible to realize
with one disruptive leap. Moreover, since the Cloud
technology and business environments are in
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Evaluation / Metrics of Success

5. What Next?

You should realize what success means in your
case (see Section I), and then measure for it. For
example, the main success indicators for operating
a Cloud service business may include:

At this point, we encourage you to still take your
time with the following parts of this guide:

•
•
•

monthly recurring revenue from current Cloud
service customer base
customer and revenue growth
customer acquisition cost, and churn.

4. Be Prepared for Bad Weather
When conducting the organizational transformation,
there are several forces that will make it difficult.
First, the market, technological customer landscape
is constantly evolving, requiring adaptation during
the journey. Unexpected external events can create
severe challenges to the transformation.
Second, while people in the organization might
understand and subscribe to both the benefits
and the need for the change, there is typically
both inertia — wanting to stick to old ways of
working – and constant business pressure that will
make it challenging to keep the spirit up and the
transformation going forward.
It is helpful to be aware that the transformation
without doubt will run into problems, and might
even be seriously questioned by both management
and staff. To tackle this, it is important to show
a willingness to discuss and resolve issues, and
adopt the goals as needed. Clearly communicating
both positive changes, as well as issues and their
resolution is important to keep people on board
with the transformation.
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•
•

Real-life success stories (Appendix 1)
Do-it-yourself exercises (Appendix 2)

In addition, see the References section for further
information. Moreover, consult the Cloud Software
Program web site.
When you think that you have achieved enough
with respect to Cloud adoption, it may be time
to start looking into hidden opportunities / “blue
ocean” / next wave of competitive advantage. One
such direction is to approach business as a series
of continuous experiments using real-time value
delivery and deep customer insight as building
blocks. This approach has been described in the
Finnish N4S Strategic Research Agenda.

SIDEBAR: Don’t Overplan!
Due to the inherent uncertainty and
quick changes in markets, technology,
and increase in your own knowledge,
planning cannot and will not replace
the experiences and knowledge you get
when undertaking the journey rather
than planning it. Thus, when you have an
idea of where you want to go, and some
experience with how to get there, it is
time to move from words to action and
start the transformative journey. Avoid
paralysis by analysis at all cost.

Photo by Mikael Albrecht

Cloud Software Program: www.cloudsoftwareprogram.org
N4S Strategic Research Agenda: www.digile.fi/file_attachment/get/TIVIT-SRA%20NeedforSpeed%204.
pdf?attachment_id=296
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Appendix 1: How to Succeed in the Cloud: Selected Case
Descriptions from Companies
The firms in the Cloud Software Program
consortium have made transformation to Cloud in
the way best applicable to their business context.
In this part you will find case descriptions from
F-Secure transforming from a software product firm
into a digital service provider, Ericsson representing
an ICT infrastructure provider, Elektrobit (EB) as
an embedded wireless and automotive software
systems provider in the field of vehicle connectivity
and SME software house Steeri.
See in addition the following references for more:
• Cloud Software Program results [20]
• The book of “100 Tales” [16]
F-Secure Case Example
Speed: Why, What, How
F-Secure has experienced
that Cloud will impact its
business environment in many ways and several
actions were set into motion in the company
strategy. One of these actions was to improve
speed towards the customers who want to have
their requests solved as fast as possible. This is
especially critical for vendors who are delivering
their products and services via Internet and Cloud
where it is increasingly easy to find an alternative
solution if the current vendor is not responding to
requests fast enough. Hence, F-Secure started to
look into speed towards customers, which is often
referred as Lead-time, i.e. time between customer
request and its fulfillment [16].
At first one needs to understand where they are.
At F-Secure we used a technique called Value
Stream Mapping (VSM) to understand what
happens between customer request and its
fulfillment and how much time is spent. VSM also
reveals bottlenecks in the value stream hence
pointing to potential places to improve. We chose
a representative product delivery to understand
the value stream and then started to remove the
bottlenecks.
We also modeled the way we build roadmaps
and releases from the customer input and agreed
on a phased approach to improve customer (and
internal) communication where all incoming work
is based on reasonable-sized chunks called Epics
(business goals) that represent the value to be
created for customer. We also agreed to enter the
epics into a JIRA/Greenhopper tool to visualize the

value streams and their stage in the value stream.
As all epics are in JIRA/Greenhopper it is very easy
to see how long each epic creation takes and when
it has been delivered to the customer. Currently
we routinely follow the lead time of all epics and
naturally are trying to improve continuously.
Ericsson Case Examples
The Ericsson R&D center in
Finland has been doing product
development in an Telecom
domain for over 4 decades
developing a strong project
culture with processes and tools
tuned to support the business
needs in that domain. The changing business
environment, heavily impacted by the Cloud
paradigm, has required a change of these processes
and supporting tools [28].
From
being
rather
slowly
moving
and
standardization-driven this business has more and
more turned into a rapidly changing, diversified
and service driven business. The traditional heavy
long duration project based ways of working were
no longer adequate for this changing business
environment. We saw a need to develop our ability
to quickly respond to changing business needs in
order to make sure that we all the time created
the best possible value. We also understood that
a different way of building Quality was required to
enable this responsiveness.
We started to look into the Lean and Agile thinking
and changed our ways of working based on that. We
rearranged our organizational set-up, our physical
office surrounding and our processes to support
an operation that is capable of frequently and ondemand releasing new functionality based on having
stable cross-functional development teams, a fully
automated continuous integration with fast quality
feedback loops and related SW-craftsmanship
culture and a release process that is continuously
running in parallel with the development. This is
supported by a product backlog that all the time
reflects the business priorities. In addition, changing
the process like this to an iteratively progressing
flow with no heavy studies up-front also required
changes in how we build in the security both in our
products and in our processes.

After three years of continuously improving our
ways of working based on this thinking we now see
substantial cost savings, a clearly improved quality,
speed and productivity and very positive customer
feedback:
•

When targeting speed and an on-demand
delivery capability, a functioning Continuous
Integration (CI) culture and capability is essential.
Our CI consists of four levels: the developer
level, the team level, the common level and the
system level (see Figure 7):
oo The developer level aims at giving relevant
test feedback from unit tests within seconds
after each commit.
oo The team level supports the teams with
‘washing machines’ capable of giving
regression test feedback from functional
testing in a target environment.
oo The common level runs continuous two
hours regression test sets on several set-ups
of the target environment in parallel also
including load.
oo The system level tests are triggered regularly
every evening and run a full regressions test
scope, extensive load and upgrade testing.
A stability, robustness and characteristics
test is run in a solution level environment
every weekend.

•

This means that we have on a weekly basis a
new version of the system verified in a solution

•

level environment on high load and which could
be delivered if required.
We come from a very strong and hierarchical
project culture supported by rigid processes. To
eliminate the slowness in this setup we divided
the project into a continuous development
program and a continuous release program
allowing feature development to take place
rather independently from release activities and
development of other features.

This change was supported by creating crossfunctional feature teams with the capability of
taking the feature development from start to end
(for lead time reasons some features might involve
several teams). The teams are co-located and
seated together with dedicated whiteboards for
sharing and planning.
The sync between the teams on a product and
application level is handled through communities.
These are formed around features, applications,
product integrity or any specific challenge that
needs to be solved. All communities are open
for anyone with an interest to participate, either
as a contributor or a receiver of information. The
communities meet on a regular basis, but can also
be called for by anyone on a per need basis. By using
communities where all stakeholders are present we
avoid document handover and ensure that every
team is aware of the reasoning behind technical
decisions and solutions. The decisions are taken in
the communities and documented only afterwards.

FIGURE 7: Ericsson CI
(Continuous Integration) Strategy

firms: www.cloudsoftwareprogram.org/partners
Cloud Software Program: www.cloudsoftwareprogram.org
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Elektrobit (EB) Case Examples
•

•

Creation of dynamic business
models in the vehicle
connectivity Cloud 		
(I and II)
Advances of transformation
towards the Continuous
Strategy and Planning (III) [16]

Case I: Business Modeling in the Vehicle
Connectivity – Experiences of Business
Modeling and Customer Journey Mapping

Case II: Aspects of the Cloud in Vehicle
Connectivity – Experiences of 		
Vehicle Connectivity and the Cloud

Having already succeeded in establishing a stable
position within the vehicle industry as embedded
software supplier for the automotive OEMs, we
have at EB seen an emerging opportunity for the
company in the field of automotive telematics.
Automotive telematics is a term normally used
to describe solutions and services that utilize
connectivity in vehicles. Bringing connectivity
to cars enables new innovative services and car
user support such as remote diagnostics, overthe-air software updates, in-vehicle infotainment,
stolen vehicle tracking and driving behavior-based
insurance services.

Technological development such as the Cloud alter
the dynamics of the business, which effects have
to be understood in relation to both the today’s
and future business logics. Cloud usually blurs
the industry boundaries, which means that there
might be also new players entering the Automotive
business with some interesting services and
business models. Cloud technology transforms
the split of workload between the end-devices
and infrastructure which must be taken into
account in the end-to-end solutions. The notable
technological development of the automotive and
telecommunications field has opened up several
lucrative new business opportunities also for EB,
who is now exploring them in parallel.

The first telematics solutions have already been
launched to the market and the field is expected to
grow significantly in the following years. In parallel,
the recent advancements in Cloud technologies
are supporting the creation of innovative value
propositions for the entire vehicle value chain.
When analyzing the experiences of the business
model development process, several observations
can be made. Firstly, running and improving the
current business while simultaneously pursuing
new future opportunities in an innovative manner
needs balancing and trade-offs. The latter also
requires a great deal of courage, investments and
motivation, as the future opportunities are always
highly uncertain. Before real investments to the
concept are made, the joint vision of the new
business has to be clear, and the business potential
convincing. Therefore the process is relying heavily
on experimenting and drafting of alternative
business models, while carefully scanning the
business environment to get the timing right.
Secondly, for traditional product and R&D-service
businesses like EB, considering a more serviceoriented business logic would mean a significant
shift both in the ways of thinking and conducting
business. Such transformation is always challenging
and it often means that the two business ideologies
exist and develop side by side inside the organization.
Business modeling and customer journey mapping
have turned out to be good ways to better
30

understand and develop the business logic from
the substantially new premises. Furthermore, EB
brings visible the differences between existing and
new business logics and the requirements related
to the new logic (e.g., in terms of competences and
processes). However, the planning cycles in the
automotive industry are rather long, which means
that turning the new business models into reality
takes time.
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Further challenges and uncertainty is brought along
by the highly networked nature of the automotive
industry. This means that when trying to holistically
make sense of the EB’s business context, it is
necessary to consider the entire value chain all
the way to the car users. EB has envisioned a new
concept that brings value for several different
actors, not just the direct customer. There exist also
certain dependencies among the actors that may
have an impact to the outcome of the business
model development.
This means that EB cannot completely determine its
business model and offering by itself, but the value
proposition of the automotive telematics offering is
co-created among several actors. Being a state-ofthe-art technology provider in a business where the
end customer is an ordinary car owner increases
the complexity of the business logic and requires a
broad vision of the future telematics business and
technologies. However, the planning cycles at the
automotive industry are rather long, which means
that turning the new business models into reality
takes time.

Case III: Towards Continuous Strategy Planning –
Impacts of Lean and Agile Way of Working
into Strategic Planning

Steeri Ltd.: Transform into Lean and Agile to Grow
Fast and Start Offering Your Services in
the Cloud

In parallel with the business model development
work, EB has undergone also a larger mindset
change towards more lean and agile ways of
working and conducting business. The new
mindset – falling under the term continuous
strategy – aims at providing EB with better
conditions to cope with the dynamics arising from
the turbulent business environment. Furthermore,
lean and agile approaches take EB closer to the
customers, enabling faster response to their needs.
The challenge in such a mindset is in balancing
between the ability to make needed strategic
decisions regarding the future business and the
ability to remain agile in a continuously changing
business environment.

Steeri has implemented a major
change into lean and agile working
ways also in customer-specific
project work. The change was
enabled by extending the usage
of open-source work and backlog
management tool Agilefant which was integrated
with Salesforce.com calendar as well as Pentahobased reporting and analysing tools [29]. The growth
and improved speed and quality of development
supported Steeri’s strategic goal to offer tools
which were earlier delivered as customer-specific
projects as Cloud services.

The journey towards continuous strategy has been
visible also in the business model development
process. Rather than developing a new business
model first and then implementing it by following
a predetermined, detailed plan, the business model
development has been iterative and longitudinal
process. Knowledge is enhanced throughout the
process through experimenting and constant
discussions with the potential customers. As an
example EB has created technical demos and user
stories for the potential customers and partners.
The purpose has been to boost the business
discussions and to present EB’s readiness to exploit
the new business opportunities.

Agilefant: www.agilefant.org
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Transform into Lean and Agile
Changing the way and culture of working and developing and implementing new tools to support it
enabled Steeri to gain many new customers as well as be successful in providing more value to them and
at the same time grow fast [16].
Steeri started to use work and backlog management tool Agilefant.org for all work done in the company i.e.
not just software development but also sales, marketing, knowledge development, business development,
and administration. This enabled us to recognize and measure that a major source of waste was too much
task-switching done.
Task-switching was reduced by understanding the problem and then developing tools integrated with
Agilefant and Salesforce.com calendar for more advanced workday usage planning (see Figure 8). Some
teams also started to pilot and implement work-in-progress management based on ideas from Kanban.

FIGURE 8: Steeri Load Management Approach
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Customer Communication Tools as SaaS from Cloud
Steeri introduced new SaaS services into Cloud for companies to enable them to build customer
communication based on their real-time customer information like illustrated in Figure 9.

FIGURE 9: Steeri Customer Communication Service

ISteer Cloud service is based on integration with other Cloud services and open source components.
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Appendix 2: Exercises
1. Put your organization goals into the quadrants
(see Figure 1), and decide where to start.
2. Which of these factors has most impact to your
business?
3. Create your own quick demo! In addition,
Vaadin illustrates some programming tools. The
sidebar shows a simple example.
4. Which ones of those competences (Table 3) are
critical in your future Cloud business? Do you
have major competence gaps?

SIDEBAR: Quick Cloud Demo
with the Vaadin Tools
Vaadin comes with a example application
to help you get started. In this tutorial, we
will demonstrate how to install Vaadin
and expand the sample app with some
new functionality. All in under 10 minutes!
1. Create a Vaadin project using Maven
(2 minutes).
oo We’ll be using Maven, as you can
download, install and create a new
project using a single command.
oo More information on the ways
of downloading and installing
Vaadin, can be found in the Book
of Vaadin.
2. Compile, package and run the ‘helloworld’ project (1-6 minutes).
oo mvn package
3. Add your own functionality to the
‘hello-world’ project.
oo If you look in the project directory,
you’ll see two subdirectories, src
and target. The application source
code is in src.
For more details, go to www.cs.helsinki.
fi/u/pagels/vaadin-tutorial.html
(University of Helsinki).

Create your own quick demo!: www.dev.vaadin.com/raw-attachment/wiki/Arvue/Vaadin-Q1-2011.pdf
Vaadin: www.vaadin.com/demo
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